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1 1957 FERRARI 250 Testa Rossa
The ex-Piero Drogo, A fan Connell "Pontoon fender"

RM AtJCTIONS, 17.5.2009

MARANELLO

(l)

Estimate
Hammer price

LOT 237

Refer Dpt.
USD
GBP
EUR

12. 193.236
8.032.3 10
9.020.000

... Anticipating a reduction in capacity for sports cars by the
CSI for the 1958 season, Ferrari began working on a car
powered by the 2,953 cc, 250 GT, V-12 engine. Ferrari first
used the name Testa Rossa on the four-cylinder 500 TR ...
The first prototype, chassis number 0666, fitted with an envelope body similar to the 290 MM, appeared at the Niirburgring in 1957 and was tried by all the Ferrari works drivers .. .The second Testa Rossa prototype, chassis number
0704, was bodied by Scaglietti and caused a sensation when
it appeared at Le Mans. With its distinctive pontoon fenders,
the car was said to be one of Scaglietti 's very favourite deSign ...
1958 would prove to be the 250 Testa Rossa 's absolute pinnacle. The factory cars won four of the six races to secure
Fen·ari 's third consecutive World Sports Car Championship
for Constructors. Phil Hill and Peter Collins won in Argentina and again at the Sebring 12-Hours. Victory at the Targa
Florio was taken by Luigi Musso and Olivier Gendebien and
the 24 Hours of Le Mans was won by Gendebien and Hill . ..
Only 34 250 Testa Rossas were ever built, although this fig-
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Body: Scaglietti
Chassis: 0714TR
Engine: 0714TR

ure is debatable, as it also includes both prototypes as well as
the 330 TRIILM. Some were manufactured purely as customer cars .. .
The car presented here, 0714, is the fourth Ferrari 250 Testa
Rossa built and the second customer car. Finished in white, it
was sold new to Piero Drogo who was then living in Modena .. .It was immediately modified by Drogo after he bought
it. He added air scoops underneath the doors to help cool the
rear brakes. His first race in the car was the 1958 1000 Kilometres at Buenos Aires ...
Drogo's next race in this TR was at the infamous 1958
Cuban Grand Prix in Havana. Juan Manuel Fangio had been
kidnapped by Fidel Castro 's revolutionaries and the race was
afflicted by a terrible accident. ..
0714 was shipped back to Europe and competed in some minor events before being rebuilt and eventually repainted red.
Drogo raced the car for the last time at the XII Circuito Internacional Vila Real in Portugal. 0714 was then sold via
Luigi Chinetti to Alan Connell of Forth Worth, Texas in November 1958 .. .In 1959, prior to campaigning 0714, Connell
had the car painted black with a very distinctive red
nose ... He raced 0714 extensively across the United States in
SCCA National events ... He easily won the Class D Modified title in 1959 ...
Eventually this fabulous Testa Rossa was returned to Chinetti 'sin New York. The car was rebuilt and sold to Washington,
D. C. resident Charlie Hayes ... He had the car repainted white
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at the end of the season and sold it to Carl Haas in Chicago.
It was then purchased by Wayne Burnett who repainted the
car red ...
In 1962, the original engine 0714 was removed and the dry
sump unit from 0770 TR was installed. Disc brakes were
added as well as a clear TR59 type carburettor cover. . .
The car was eventually acquired by Robert Dusek of Solebury, Pennsylvania in 1970 and was restored back to its original specification and colour, reunited with engine 0714 ...
In August 1984 Ferrari 250 Testa Rossa 0714 was sold to
Yoshijuko Hayashi in Japan and in January 1995 was ac-

quired by Yoshiho Matsuda from Tokyo ... Partnered by Oyaizu, this car competed in the Mille Miglia in 1995 and
1996. Matsuda also drove it at the Monterey historic races at
Laguna Seca in 1996 .. .
More recently 0714 has benefited from a re-spray back to
black and red - the same livery in which the car competed in
so many races in the 1950s and 1960s ...
RM Auctions has had the pleasure of test driving 0714 and
confirms that the car performed beautifully ...
It is one of only 21 cars to feature the desirable pontoon
fenders ...
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2 1937 BUGATTI Type 57SC Atalante

Chassis: 57511
Engine: 17S

From the collection of Dr. Peter and Susan Williamson, formerly owned by Robert Eonnet and Charles Hascall

GoooiNG, 16.8.2008 Pebble Beach (USA)
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Refer Dpt. (without reserve)

Estimate
Hammer price

L OT

USD
GBP
EUR

7.920.000
4.219.776
5.313 .528

.. .This car was ordered on November 4, 1936, by Robert
Bonnet, a sportsman, bobsledder and member of the French
ski team. He was most definitely a sporting gentleman of
taste and means. He had owned and successfully raced a
Bugatti Type 51 Grand Prix. Factory records indicate that
57511 was delivered on February 25 , 1937; it was two-tone
blue with pigskin and beige cloth interior. Bonnet kept his
new Bugatti about a year. Subsequent owners are not known
until 1951 when it was registered in Lyon then in Paris in
April 1951 where it was registered on April 17 to Count
Jacques Teste de Merian Roquevaire.
A year and half later, it was acquired by Yves de la Motte
Montgoubert and he in turn sold it in the winter of 1952. The
next owner, Jean Martin, sold it to Bugatti dealer Jean de
Dobbeleer in Brussels in 1957 and from him it was sold to
Charles S. Hascall in 1958. Dr. Williamson understood the
car to have been upgraded to Type 57SC specification at the
factory by either Martin or de Dobbeleer, and prior to Hascall's acquisition.
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Hascall was a US Navy doctor stationed in Yokosuka, Japan,
and the 57SC was shipped to him there, conjuring up the
rather incongruous picture of this classic high-speed Bugatti,
painted menacing, sinister black, traversing the congested
streets and narrow highways of postwar Japan ... Hascall recounted later that he wanted to have it repainted blue but the
Japanese body shop presented him with so many choices of
blue tints that he threw up his hands and had it repainted red .
Back in the United States when Hascall was transferred to
California, it was serviced, repaired and had an engine rebuild by Bunny Phillips. At about the same time it was repainted using a Rolls-Royce color scheme of "smoke and
sage" green. Hascall sold it through Bunny Phillips to the
Williamsons on June 29, 1974 ...
The body number (8) is stamped all over the car. It is so original that the side window glass was installed in Molsheim in
1937! The tan leather interior is gently worn, the paint is
sound with only minor cracks at stress points. Painted
"smoke and sage" this car presents itself beautifully. One of
the world's finest, best preserved, and most distinctive
Bugattis, this car exhibits precisely the qualities that one
hopes to find in an automobile - inspired styling combined
with superior engineering, quality craftsmanship and effortless drivability.
In a time when much is made of cars as art, this is a masterpiece.
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3 1960 JAGUAR E2A Prototype
The ex-Dan Gurney/ Waft Hansgen, Sir Ja ck Brabham, Bruce McLaren

BONHAMS,

15.8.2008 Carmel (USA)

Estimate
Hammer price

LOT 364

Refer Dpt.
USD
GBP
EUR

4.957.000
2.641.090
3.325.651

. . .The Jaguar experimental department at Brown's Lane,
Coventry, completed the car in February 1960, powered by
an aluminium-block fuel -injected 3-liter 6-cylinder engine.
It was subsequently finished for the Cunningham team in
their famous American racing colors, white overall with two
parallel centreline stripes in dark blue.
In the 1960 Le Mans 24-Hours, that June, Cunningham entrusted this unique beauty to ... Dan Gurney and ... Walt
Hansgen ...
Hansgen had taken the start, blasting away from the pit apron
perhaps twelfth, yet blaring back across the timing line to
complete the opening lap third . . .but after six hours E2A had
to be withdrawn due to a failed head seal and burned piston . ..
After le Mans, E2A was reh1rned to Jaguar, where it was fitted with a 3.8-liter engine which the Cunningham team
could run in American SCCA racing. The all-independently
suspended prototype car was then dispatched to New York in
August and Briggs Cunningham immediately entered it for a
minor event at Bridgehampton, Long Island ...
The major West Coast professional road races followed, the

Chassis: E2A
Engine: E5028-10
(EE 1301 -10 offered with car)

big-money Los Angeles Time Grand Prix at Riverside, and
the Pacific Grand Prix at Laguna Seca . ..Jack Brabham did
well to bring E2A home 10'" in the Times GP ... His Formula
1 Cooper team-mate Bruce McLaren then took over E2A for
Laguna Seca's Pacific Grand Prix ... Bruce was assailed by
all kinds of problems with, but finished 12'" in one heat and
17'" in the other.
Thereafter, Cunningham shipped E2A back to the British
factory, where she was adapted to test the Dunlop Maxaret
anti-lock braking system, or WSP - Wheel Slide Protector . ..The great car then slumbered in storage until 196667 .. .
Guy Griffith and his daughter Penny had accumulated a
splendid array of important Jaguars at their Camden Car
Collection ... "(He) went straight to Lofty England - then
CEO of Jaguar Cars Ltd - and persuaded him that E2A
should also join the collection on public display rather than
be cut up. Lofty eventually agreed to sell us the car on the
strict understanding it was not to be used competitively ... We
asked about an original 3-liter aluminium engine- as at Le
Mans - and one day Lofty said discreetly : There is one you
could have. It s Mr Heynes s at the moment but he will be retiring soon! And finally that aluminium-block engine arrived, complete with its Lucas fuel-injection system" ...
And so this only prototype sports-racing Jaguar ever to escape the factory has spent the 40 years in one family ownership ...
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4 1960 FERRARI 250 GT Spyder California swb
From the estate of Ron VanKregten

Gooo1

G,

17.1.2009 Scottsdale (USA)

Estimate
Hammer price

LOT 78

Refer Opt.
USD

GBP
EUR

4.950.000
3.31 7.490
3.730.320

... Finished at the factory in January 1960, 1963GT was the
fifth of a total of 54 swb cars ever produced, and one of a select few to receive the desirable covered-headlight treatment
from the factory. Upon leaving the factory, the car was also
fitted with an optional hardtop .. .
Upon completion, the car was delivered to the Ferrari importer Auto-Becker in Diisseldorf, Germany. Beyond this
ideal specification, 1963GT was originally finished in white
with black interior and a black hardtop ...
Within two years of its initial delivery, the car was exported
from Germany and sold to its next owner in Lugano, Switzerland. This proved to be a brief sojourn, as in April 1964 the
car had returned to Italy to be serviced by the factory's Assistenza Clienti in Modena ...
Two months later, Bob Jeffries of Joplin, Missouri, adver-
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Body: Pinin Farina/Scaglietti
Chassis: 1963GT
Engine: 1963GT

tised the car for sale on Road & Track .. .After leaving Mr.
Jeffries, the car remained in the Midwest for some time and
six years later it was in the hands of Don Devin, a resident of
St. Louis. A few years later, in 1974, Jim Southard of Classic
Car Investments, in Smyrna, Georgia, was the proud owner
of this California Spyder. . .
Ron VanKregten purchased 1963GT on August 3, 1976 ...
Today, this California Spyder looks remarkably similar to its
1976 advertisement. Although it had been repainted red
some 35 years ago, the leather seats, carpeting and dash all
appear to be as delivered by the factory in 1960 . ..
Most importantly, 1963GT still retains its original engine
and drivetrain ... One of the strongest testaments of the original, unspoiled condition of this car is that the entire radiator
blind system is completely intact. ..
It represents the chance to acquire one of the last unrestored
California Spyder in existence. All reports and inspections
suggest that 1963GT has never been subjected to abuse, an
engine swap or an accident. .. This car is the ideal restoration
candidate .. . can be perfectly restored to its original white
over black livery . . .
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5 1939 TALBOT-LAGO T150 C SS Aerocoupe
The ex-Pierre Boncompagni "Pagnibon ", Ecurie Nice

BONHAMS,

15.8.2008 Carmel (USA)

LOT 330

Estimate

USD

3.500.000 - 4.500.000

Hammer price

USD

4.847.000
2.582.482
3.251.852

GBP
EUR

... Tony Lago introduced his masterpiece in August, 193 7, at
the Paris-Nice Criterium de Tourisme. It was a touring version of the open T 150 Cs that he had been racing. Designated the T150 C SS, it had a 4-liter, six-cylinder overhead
valve engine with triple Zenith-Stromberg carburettors, just
like the sports racing car. As would be expected, power was
through a version of the Wilson pre-selector gearbox. Output
was 140 horsepower, allowing the car to cruise the poplarlined autoroutes at near 100 miles per hour. The body was
stunning coupe by Paris coachbuilder, Figoni and Falaschi,
nicknamed the Goutte d 'Eau ...
Less than thirty T150 C SSs were made ... The majority were
bodied by Figoni and Falaschi, but a series .of just four
Pourtout Aerocoupes was also completed . .. to Paulin 's design. They were similar to the Figoni and Falaschi design,
but more aerodynamic, with a less studied look ...

Body: Pomtout
Chassis: 90120
Engine: 17318-C

The offered car emerged as a complete car after the war
and for a time was owned by the wealthy amateur sportsman Pierre Boncompagni, who used the nom de cours,
"Pagnibon". In 19 50 and 19 51, racing the Tal bot under
the flag of Ecurie Nice, he won overall or in his class at
such evocative venues as Nice, Orleans, the Circuit de
Bressire, Agen and Mount Ventoux Hillclimb. After
adding his pages to Talbot's racing history, Boncompagni
died behind the wheel of a Ferrari at a race in Hyeres in
1953 ...
His Talbot surfaced in the United States with James R. Stannard Jr in Long Beach. Lindsey Locke of Southern California bought it in the early 1960s .. .The subject car has not
changed hands since Locke's purchase ... it is umestored ...
Like all great hand-made artworks , this Talbot-Lago is
unique. While it conforms to Paulin's design, it has features
that distinguish it from its brethren, such as the subtle ridgeline descending down the rear from the divided backlight,
ending in a miniscule raised fin. The grille shape and the
aluminium-bordered engine compartment wire mesh grilles
are also singular to this car. The Talbot also shows its racing
heritage in the drilling and lightening that can be found
throughout. ..
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6 1961 FERRARI 250 GT Berlinetta Lusso

Body: Pininfarina/Scaglietti
Chassis: 3087GT

The Excellence Cup and multiple Platinum Award-winning

RM AuCTIONS, 16.8.2008 Monterey

Estimate
Hammer price

(USA)

LOT 447

USD
USD
GBP

3.700.000- 4.200.000
4.510.000
2.402.928
3.025.759

EUR

...The 250 GT short wheelbase Berlinetta was introduced at
the Paris Show in October 1959. Built on the shorter
2,400mm wheelbase, it was fitted with four-wheel disc
brakes - a first on a production Ferrari model. ..
The established 250 Colombo design ... produced 240 horsepower, with spark plugs now located outside the engine and
coil-type valve springs in place of the hairpin-type ... Designated Tipo 168, the street version displaced 2,953cc with
9.2:1 compression and three Weber 36DCS carburettors. The
racing version (Tipo 168B) benefited from an additional 40
horsepower. All told, the 250 GT swb was a tremendous performer, capable of 150 mph speeds and zero-to-sixty sprints
in seven seconds, or less!
165 examples were constructed from 1959 to 1962. Scaglietti built both steel and aluminium bodies. While most competition versions extensively utilized aluminium bodywork, the
street "Lusso" versions generally had a steel body with aluminium hood, doors and trunklid ...
This spectacular 250 GT swb Berlinetta presented here,
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chassis 3087GT, is the 117'hof the total 165 units built. A
left-hand drive example, it was assembled as a "Lusso"
street version and was sold new to its first owner Otello Ferretti of Bologna, Italy, before eventually being exported from
Italy to United States. In 1974, it is known to have been
owned by G. Cole before being acquired the same year by
Bill Rudd, a resident of Los Angeles, California and Reno,
Nevada. Thereafter, the car was sold in 1978 to Chuck Reid,
with whom it remained for several years, before being offered for sale in the 1980s by John Hajduk of Bensenville,
Illinois.
The car was eventually acquired by a German gentleman
who kept the car in the United States and had it stored at
Shelton Ferrari in Fort Lauderdale. Heinrich Fries, also of
Germany, later owned the Ferrari although it continued to remain in the United States and was eventually sold to its present owner.
As presented, 3087 remains in show-quality condition
throughout. It has benefited from a no-expense-spared
restoration at Shelton Ferrari - a restoration that . .. was honoured with Platinum Awards and the prestigious Excellence
Cup at several events, including the Cavallino Classic. Having been driven only sparingly since completion of its nutand-bolt, ground-up restoration, it continues to be a concours-level show car throughout, beautifully presented in red
with black interior. ..
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Chassis: 57502
Engine: 26S

7 1937 BUGATTI Type 57S Atalante
Originally the property of Francis Curzon, the 5'" Earl Howe, CBE, PC, VD

BONHAMS,

7.2.2009

PARJS

(F)

LOT 142

Estimate

EUR

2.750.000- 4.000.000

Hammer price

USD
GBP
EUR

4.373.033
2.975.276
3.417.500

.. .Howe's place in the history of motor sport was assured by
his victory at Le Mans in 1931, driving an Alfa Romeo and
partnered on that occasion with Sir Henry Birkin ...
It is not surprising therefore that Howe, when choosing his
personal road car, would seek out the highest standards in
road holding and engineering refinement, maximum performance combined with comforts ... Bugatti's Type 57S ticked
every one of these boxes ...
On 2nd November 1936 Bugatti factory ledgers recorded an
order from their British agent, Col. Sorel, for a Type 57S
Atal ante for their valued client and Bugatti Owners' Club
President, Earl Howe ... Chassis no. 57502 and engine no .
26S were allocated to this order ... (The car) was liveried in
Howe's racing colours of blue and black, furnished with pig
skin upholstery and equipped with twin spotlights and a split
front bumper. . .At an early stage Howe equipped 57502 with
distinctive rear view mirrors, a luggage rack on the tail and
replacing the split front bumper with a single bumper and
adding a similar rear bumper. .. Following an accident in
1945, Howe replaced this car.

... Correspondence on file suggested that it passed via Car
Mart Ltd of Euston Road, London to Continental cars Ltd of
Send, Surrey. However, on 1st January 2009 Bonhams were
contacted by a Mr. R.M. Oliver, who wrote in email correspondence: "Having been the director of Continental Car ... !
was interested to discover that (57502) has re-appeared.
Earl Howe sold it to the London dealer, Car Mart .. .It was a
condition of the sale that it must not be sold in that colour,
so they had the blue painted maroon/dark red.. . (I) bought it
on behalf of Continental cars. I drove the car a number of
times before selling to John P Tingay ... "
In Bugantics in November 1948 Tingay records the fitting of
a Marshall K200 supercharger and modified manifolding,
effectively upgrading the car to Type 57SC specification ... The next recorded owner on 13'" January 1950 was
Metal casting Ltd, whose director Marmaduke Harry
Ferguson became the recorded owner on 19'" March 1951. On
31st December 1953 this car was recorded in the ownership
ofMatthew White Ridley, the 3rd Viscount Ridley ... Dr. Carr
bought the car in April 1955 ...
It seems likely that the car saw little use during the doctor's
ownership and the present recorded mileage of 26,284 miles
may well be correct bearing in mind the laid up period during
the war and the fact that the car is known to have remained
in partially dismantled state in the doctor's garage for 50
years or so in preparation for a full rebuild ... destined not to
happen ...
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Chassis: 065

8 1997 McLAREN Fl
The Ex-Park Lane showroom car and the last of 64 roadgoing examples sold.
With single ownership and 484 kilometres from new.

RM

AUCTIONS,

Estimate
Hammer price

29-10-2008 London (UK)

LOT

275

GBP

1.100.000 - 1.400.000

USD

4.059.891
2.530.000
3. 179. 198

GBP

EUR

... The first F1 available to a customer was produced in December 1993. Just 69 examples (including the 5 prototypes)
were built for road use by the time production ended. Assembly of track-only F 1s continued until 1998 culminating in 107
F Is of all types produced, including the prototypes. Though
production was brief and few cars were assembled, to say that
the F 1 is anything but a legend is a serious understatement.
This particular McLaren F1 is quite simply, a once in a lifetime opportunity to acquire one of the most significant examples of one of the world's greatest supercars. It is offered
here for the first time since it was sold by McLaren, directly
from its first and only owner. The last road going F I ever
produced, this vehicle, production number 065, was the Park
Lane showroom car for McLaren. Admired by many onlookers, it is perhaps one of the most famous roadgoing F1s, as it
remained the factory's flagship car for many years.
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In 2004 McLaren elected to close the Park Lane showroom
and chassis 065 returned to the factory where it underwent a
full service in preparation for its sale to the current Asian
owner. As such, it is the last McLaren F 1 ever delivered and,
since delivery, has never been raced or driven aggressively.
As every McLaren, it has been subject to the utmost attention to detail , with the current vendor even flying a McLaren
mechanic to Asia to service the car 12 months ago . It has
since been returned to the McLaren factory in Surrey for a
full service, and is offered with a full clean bill of health.
Showing 484 kilometres on its odometer, production number
065 is, as one would expect, flawless in every respect. It is
finished in the magnesium silver so associated with
McLaren F1s, complemented by a stylish and sleek black
leather interior. It is essentially a new vehicle and remains
virtually unused and untouched. The buyer will of course receive the original Facom titanium tool kit and bespoke
leather luggage. In addition, the carbon-fibre transmission
tunnel adjacent to the driver's seat has been signed by Gordon Mm-ray himself.
... the McLaren F 1 is perhaps the greatest modern supercar,
and in the eyes of many collectors the modern equivalent to
the legendary Ferrari 250 GTO.
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9 1967 SHELBY AMERICAN Cobra 427 S/C

HOLLYWOOD WH EELS,

7.1.2009 Fort Lauderdale (USA)

Estimate
Hammer price

L OT

1029

Not available

USD
GBP
EUR

3.780.000
2.514.078
2.780.190

Bill Turner was 21 years old when he made the decision to purchase a new Cobra. ... A SC 427 Cobra was located in West
Des Moines Iowa at Dick Waiters Ford ... That Cobra - CSX
3021 - is the car that travelled with the Cobra Caravan, along
with the GT40, on a promotional tour of the USA to promote
Shelby American. CSX 3021 is the first semi-competition
(SC) Cobra built. It is one of 2 gold Cobras. The color gold
came from the gold used on the Le Mans stripes on the 1966
Hertz cars. Bill made the deal thru J.D. Ball Ford in
Miami ... and flew to Iowa to pick up his Cobra.

Chassis: CSX 3021

While driving the Cobra back to Florida from Iowa, the
weather cooled down and the open-hair roadster became a
little chilly. Bill stopped and looked in the trunk to find the
soft top, and realized that a street Cobra top had been shipped with the car, not a SC Cobra top, which was needed to
accommodate the roll bar. So Bill did what any one could do;
he took out his pocketknife and made a slight adjustment to
the top so it would fit around the roll bar. With the chilly factor solved, it was on the road again. Once back in sunny
Florida, the top was taken off and put back in the trunk,
where it remains still today.
The Cobra was driven occasionally, and then in 1969 it was
put into storage with only 3,000 miles on it. The SC Cobra
remains as delivered to this day, with only one repaint - in its
original gold. CSX 3021 has only 3,800 original miles on li.
It's original right down to its blue dot and blue streak tires .. .It
IS a one owner car...
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10 1959 FERRARI 250 GT Spyder California lwb
Formerly the property ofAnthony Wang and Prince Vittorio Emanuele di Savoia

Goom NG, 17.8.2008 Pebble Beach (USA)

133

Refer Dpt.

Estimate
Hammer price

L OT

USD
GBP

EUR

3.630.000
1.934.064
2.435.3 67

... This magnificent Ferrari 250 GT California Spyder was
completed at the Ferrari factory on September 19, 1959. Its
first owner was Prince Vittorio Emanuele di Savoia, son of
the last Italian king, Umberto II, and pretender to the throne
ofltaly, then living in Geneva, Switzerland ...
Three years later the California was offered for sale by the
well-known German sports car and Formula One driver
Wolfgang Seidel ... During the mid-1960s it was owned by
Dr. Hans Hardt in Germany, eventually making its way to
North America in the late 1960s. Noted collector Mark
Smith discovered the California through an advertisement
in Hemmings Motor News , when the Ferrari was owned by
Ms. Ellis Willoughby Little of New Hampshire. She had
purchased the well-preserved and still, no doubt, dashing
car in New York through Chinetti. During his time with this
example of his brainchild, Chinetti fitted an outside plug
250 motor, as the original inside plug motor had been re-
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Body: Pininfarina/Scaglietti
Chassis: 1489GT
Engine: 1489GT

moved and replaced with a small block Chevy engine ...
After an extensive and time-consuming effort searching and
publishing numerous "wanted" advertisements, Smith finally found the correct, original 1489 engine block as well as a
handful of the original bearing cups. Additional spares were
sourced from engine 1487 . . .
While owned by Smith, 1489GT was the subject of a meticulous, high quality restoration ... At the time, the car was convelted to its present, desirable covered-headlight configuration and given the exciting livery of black with a red stripe
and red leather interior . . .
Upon completion of the restoration in 1991 , it captured a
First in Class at the Ferrari Club of America Annual Meet in
Washington, DC. It was sold shortly thereafter, joining
many legendary Ferraris in the highly regarded collection of
Anthony Wang . While owned by Wang it won First in Class
at the esteemed Pebble Beach Concours d'Elegance in August 1991 ...
In 1998, 1489GT was sold to another noteworthy collector,
Richard Sirota. While in Sirota's collection, it was shown at
the 1999 Cavallino classic, where the quality of the Bob
Smith Coachworks' restoration captured a Platinum award .. .
It passed through two of the most impressive Japanese collections before being sold to the present owner in 2006 ...

THE ILIAD
A Personal Introduction
by Roy Thomas

The Iliad.
It's one of world's oldest, as well as greatest war
stories. It might also be considered, on another
level, as one of the first anti-war stories.
The ancient Greeks, and later the Romans, who
listened to silver-tongued bards reciting Homer's
poem didn't think of it as the latter, of course.
After all, for the Greeks it was their national
epic, telling the story of their glorious victory
over the city-state of Troy, whose prince had
dared carry off one of their queens {whether by
force or by consent hardly mattered to them).
And the Romans liked to believe they were the
noble descendants of the Trojans-so that their
poet Vergil wrote The Aeneid to flesh out the tale
of just how Aeneas survived the fall of the city
and eventually founded Rome itself, and that
became their national epic!
But the anti-war feelings are there, as well ... or
at least, they can easily be read into the poem.
The violent descriptions of death in battle, with
entrance and exit wounds vividly {some would
say "lovingly") described ... the cameo of the
young warrior, his first time away from home,
spieling off his lineage to a foe, only to have his
soul be sent reeling downward toward Hades a
few seconds later, all dreams of glory dead ...
the sense of doom that permeate the tale from
beginning to end, so that the deaths of Greek
Patroclus and Trojan Hector are foreshadowed
long before they are actually encountered in
print, robbing the reader in advance of any hope
for a conventional "happy ending." Even the
great Greek warrior Achilles and Troy itself,
both of them full of life as The Iliad ends, are
foredoomed in conversations carried on by the
gods of Olympus. Achilles even knows that, if
he kills his opposite number Hector, his own
end will not be far behind ... so that it's an act of
ultimate fatalism, almost suicide, to slay him.
Glorification and damnation of war. . . both vie

for attention when one reads The Iliad (as we
generally must nowadays, unless we want to
strap on headphones and listen to it read on a

CD).
I'm sure I wasn't aware of this dichotomy when
I first encountered the saga of the wrath of
Achilles. After all, the Classics Illustrated comic
book adaptation of The Iliad made its debut with
a cover date of November 1950-the month and
year of my tenth birthday. I'm pretty positive
I was already at least vaguely familiar with the
concept of the Trojan War from other childhood
readings, but here was the story laid out for me
in an extra-length comic, with drawings that, I
would soon realize, very much caught the flavor
of ancient Greek vases and tapestries. Alex A.
Blum was, and remains in my mind, a splendid
choice to illustrate the tale.
Oh, there were a couple of missteps along the way,
which may have been the anonymous writer's
fault rather than Blum's: for instance, Ajax the
Greater and Ajax the Lesser, two formidable
Greek warriors of vastly different statures and
parentage, are drawn as if they were identical
twins, wearing matching armor. But that was
a minor miscue in an adaptation otherwise
masterfully handled. It filled me with what the
editors of the Cl series claimed they wanted to
instill in me: a desire to read the original.
I worked my way up to that goal, first through
a "Young People's Iliatf' by A.J. Church ...
graduating to Samuel Butler's late-19th-century
translation, marred in my mind only by the
fact that he chose to use the Roman names for
the gods rather than their proper Greek ones.
In high school (or was it college?) I found the
time on my own to read Alexander Pope's poetic
translation, which in the end maddened me ...
two hundred pages of rhymed couplets {with so
many rhymes repeated so often-and with, if I
recall a-right, one lone place in the entire book
where Pope suddenly rhymed three lines in a

Probably, I figured, just to see if anybody
was paying attention.
Since then I've delved into numerous other
translations ... Richmond Lattimore,
whose
version came out when I was a young high school
teacher ... Robert Fitzgerald's ... more recently
that of Robert Fagles. Along the way, The Iliad
became my favorite work of literature, rivaled
only by a modern day "war novel," Joseph
Helier's masterpiece Catch-22.
Every generation should have its own translation
of The Iliad, one that speaks to it in its own
special way. And perhaps that's true for comics/
graphic novel adaptations, as well. The Classics
Illustrated version was often reprinted, the
only change being the substitution of a slickly
painted cover for Blum's (to me) more satisfying
pen-and-ink vision. A few latter-day successors
to Cl adapted the poem, as well, including the
Marvel Classics line of the late 1970s.

As for those immortals-they have been known
to get in the way of some people's enjoyment of
The Iliad. Their feats are just too astonishing
and unbelievable to be integrated with the
actions of even a Hector or an Achilles. And
yet- what is really happening when Athena
pulls at Achilles' hair to stop him from slaying
Agamemnon on the spot, except that the power
of reason is overcoming the warrior's rashness
(and Athena was the goddess of wisdom, after
all)? And why should some gods not fight for
one side, some for the other-and at least one,
the indiscriminate war god Ares, switch sides
from time to time? For, isn't that the way war
is- with each antagonist absolutely positively
certain that he is marching into combat with
God perched eagle-like on his shoulder?

The Iliad may be the oldest war story. And the
greatest. But it is more than that.
It is also one of the truest.

So naturally I was thrilled to be asked by
editor Ralph Macchio to script a new 176-page
adaptation for the Marvel Illustrated line. It
would have taken, I knew, a length of many
hundreds of pages to do total justice to Homer's
masterwork, but I was also well aware that no
one else had ever had that much space in which
to retell this story of stories.
The adaptation was blessed, as well, with the
artwork of an exciting new discovery, Miguel
Angel Sepulveda. His pencils, as inked by
veteran Sandu Florea-like the covers by Paolo
Rivera- breathe fresh life into heroes 3,000
years old, yet also capture the essence of the
original epic, so that these are not merely 21"century men and women parading around in
old-fashioned clothing and armor.
Human
nature probably hasn't basically changed one wit
over these past millennia ... yet so different from
our own is the world in which Homer's heroes
and heroines lived, that sometimes we half-catch
ourselves thinking, "They couldn't really have
felt this way!" But they did-and if we look at
them carefully, we may find Homer's characters
to be human mirrors, who enable us to see that
we have unquestioned assumptions and beliefs
as amazing as any god or goddess swooping
down from Mount Olympus or up from a sea
bottom.

Roy Thomas began his career in comics in 1965
as a writer and editor working with Stan Lee
in the early days of the Marvel Age of Comics,
where he scripted key t•uns on The X-Men, The
Avengers, Fantastic Four, Amazing Spider-Man,
and other titles. During the 1970s he wrote the
first ten years of Marvel's Conan the Barbarian
and the first 60 issues of The Savage Sword of
Conan, t•etuming to Marvel in the 1990s. He
also eo-wrote the 1980s sword-and-sorcery films
Fire and Ice and Conan the Destroyer. Ovet· the
decades he has won various writing and editing
awards, including the Alley, Shazam, Eagle
(British), Alfred (French), and Eisnet; the latter
for his comics-history magazine Alter Ego.
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Preface
fantasy artists today
When I was a kid I loved fantasy and science fiction, from
superhero com ics to Hammer horror, and Star Wars
Episode IV to Monty Python's Flying Circus . I wanted
nothing more than to enter these other worlds, and
although I felt a million miles away from them in
my little bedroom near London, I had one thing
that I could do; I could draw.
I went to art school in the late 1970s, w here all of the
comic book stuff I wanted to do was dismissed as
bad ly-drawn escapism . But I took all I learned about the
techniques of classical art and used it to produce betterdrawn escapism . And for the last 20 years I've been a
freelance illustrator working mainly in the fantasy genre.
This book is intended to show you how to apply the patina
of reality to the depiction of fantasy archetypes, specifically
in terms of understanding anatomy and dynamics, and so
create informed daydreams. Reference is important, but
you can't be confined by th is w hen creating the picture you
want - you need to be able to use your imagination so you
can twist and turn your characters to your own ends.
This is where the fantasy begins.
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Drawing styles
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The power and effectiveness of your illustrations wi ll be partly dictated

U)

by your ability - any picture has the potential to be the best picture

C')

you're able to draw - and partly by the environmental factors, such as

+---'

c:
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==

c""

the books and magazines you read, that have influenced you to pick up
a pencil in the first place.
There are a few laws in fantasy art - it needs to be bold, exaggerated

'T Voluptuous and womanly
Liam Sharp

The heavily muscled, grim-featured
creature in the background looks
menacing yet cautious as he looks upon

and larger-than-life, or it just wouldn't be fantasy art - but apart from

his female opponent - whose bunched

th at, originality and innovation play a big part in producing work that is

back muscles and grotesque clawed arm

attention-grabbing and fresh.

reveal she is no helpless girl. She is ready
to do battle, and the beast looking upon
her knows it.

A. Celtic hero
Glenn Fabry

This hero 's rippling musculature and
confident poise, especially in contrast
to his sidekick's cowering, confirm his
prowess as a warrior. His Celtic
adornments and the strange way in
which the light plays on the water in
which he's standing suggest that he
also operates in a dimension beyond
the purely physical.

..,.. Battle babe
Carlen Kruger
This heroine is brave and defiant, and if her feminine form
suggests vulnerability, her costume, particularly her fearsome
breastplate , belies this. Striding upward with a look of
determination, she is clearly ready for battle.

So how do you go about developing a style? Well , the
first thing to do is to work out your strengths . The
chances are your strengths are similar to the styles
you've been inspired to try to emulate anyway. Once
you've done this you can experiment with other styles
and just add your own personal touches. When you get
more competent at drawing you can branch out and
broaden your style. The sorts of styles you should try to
follow are the ones that especially appeal to you.

high fantasy
Think big when working in this subgenre. Everything
should be as exaggerated as possible, from the hero's
rippling muscles to the weapons belt he carries,
which should bristle with armoury. The girls
wear very little - perhaps a leather bikini and show plenty of cleavage .

..,.. Killing machine
James Ryman
This physique has been
customised for destruction.
A broad chest helps to support
massive shoulders and vast
cybernetic arms, and the whole
colossal form is kept alive by way
of an inorganic ventilator. The one
visible green eye does much to
convey the sense that this is a
malevolent and fundamentally
inhuman creature.

~

Lizardlike humanoid

Martin McKenna
From a distance, this cloaked and hooded
creature might appear human, but the
serpentine tail and scaly skin are a giveaway.
Musculature is hidden beneath horny scales
and inhuman extrusions that line the spine and
form a crest on the skull. With snakelike teeth
and long, strong claws, this character doesn't
need any extra weaponry; its physiology is
deadly enough.

T Murder in mind
Martin McKenna
This is a study in how much malice facial
features can convey. The flared nostri ls, heavy
furrows and ridges around the nose, eyes and
brow indicate a face that has not smiled much,
except maybe in delight at the carnage it has
caused . This is a monster with murder in mind ,
and if its blade doesn't kill you its sharpened
fangs will probably fi nish the job.

space opera
Most fantasy takes place in worlds utterly different from
our own, or a fantastical version of our own world . This
world could be in another time and another space. It's
peopled by ali en creatures and vegetation, but several of
the inhabitants retain recognisable humanoid forms.
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the weird
Fantasy illustrators are always looking to unsettle their
viewers. They want to present a fractured world view, one
that will solicit a gasp or a double take. You - the viewer want to look closer, but sometimes the imagery is too
disturbing to warrant close examination .

.& The beautiful goat woman
Keith Thompson
There can be no mistaking the fantastical
appearance of this creature. Her beautiful human
face engages the viewer, but her hoofed satyr legs
and tail soon reveal her otherworl dly aspect.

.... One deadly knight
Keith Thompson
Stylised and highly idiosyncratic, the armour
suggests something of the wearer's personality.
He is obviously important, probably
powerful , and has a taste for
the baroque.
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FOREWORD

SIR IAN McKELLEN

I'd never been much of a pub man- until, that is, I owned one!

OPPOSITE

Sir lan McKellen in

the front bar of The Grapes

Born into a teetotal family in the north of England, my first awareness of pubs
(if we were out late) was the enticing whiff ofThwaites ale and a glimpse from
outside of the shining brass and merry company of the saloon bar within, not
unlike the fictional Rover's Return, which I entered years later, when I appeared
for a short season in Coronation Street. A member of the cast gave me a cracked
green tile from the Rover's, which I keep in my kitchen.
At Cambridge University, my tipple was the occasional half of bitter, though
more often a pint of St Clement's (a cheap non~alcoholic citrus cocktail of orange
juice and fizzy bitter lemon). Then I started my life as an actor at the Belgrade
Theatre in Coventry. Across the car park outside the stage door, we drank after
hours at the Town Wall Tavern. The evening performance over, the Belgrade
actors and stage management would retire for our nightly drinks behind locked
doors, as often as not greeted by plain~clothes policemen in the cosy bar, warmed
in winter by a coal fire and in all seasons by the friendly landlord. I drank Flower's
ale chasing a small Bell's whisky, a quick way to feel the effect, usually bought for
me by our leading man, the late Bernard Kilby. Whenever I tried to take my turn
with a round, Bernie would say: 'I can afford to pay. When you can too, make sure
you do the honours'. And so I have.
Over the years, I graduated from beer to wine as my drink of choice, preferably
red. Despite having drunk expensive and cheap versions, I still haven't developed
a discerning palate. Nostalgically, I usually go for a New Zealand Pinot Noir,
which I discovered when Gandalf was filming in Central Otago. If available, my
first choice is the Rubicon vintage from the Meerlust vineyard in South Africa, a
centuries~old

establishment whose quality, under Hannes Myburgh's watchful eye,

never varies.
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Fifty years ago, I came to London to live, where I sought out pubs that catered,
like the Vauxhall Tavern and my local The White Swan in Limehouse, primarily
for gay men and women who didn't always feel welcome elsewhere. These days,

ABOVE

Sir lan and his

business partner Sean
Mathias in The Grapes

as laws and attitudes have changed, there is less need for exclusively gay bars and

OPPOS ITE

they have begun to close their doors.

of The Grapes

The Grapes in EJ4, which I eo-own, does not seek out a specialist clientele.
Basically it's doing what it always has, providing shelter and bonhomie for locals.
Anyone seeking out 'Gandalf's pub' will find his staff behind the bar and his statue
by the back window overlooking the Thames. I always try to compete in the Monday
Quiz, wolfing down 'the best Fish and Chips of any London pub' between questions.
I'm so pleased we have made it into this handsome record of London's finest
pubs. Looking at the other entries and at Charlie Dailey's evocative photographs,
reminds me what I've been missing. I feel a pub crawl coming on!
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The main bar

INTRODUCTION

THE LONDON PUB

No Sir! There is oothing which has yet been contrived by man by which
so much happiness has been produced, as by a good Tavern.
Dr Samuel Johnson 1709-1784

OPPOSITE

A view inside

The Mayflower pub in
Rotherhithe with a model
of the eponymous ship,
which sailed to the New

I think it is time we celebrated the London pub! An iconic institution that has
thrived over the centuries, despite the ravages of Bubonic Plague, the destruction
of half the City of London by the Great Fire and Hitler's best shot with the Blitz.
In r62o Captain Christopher )ones, aboard the Mayflower, slipped anchor in
Rotherhithe on the south side of the Thames to take the Pilgrim Fathers on their
journey to the Americas. To our certain knowledge, the customers of at least three
riverside London pubs witnessed the Mayflower's departure a little less than 400
years ago. And those three London pubs are still trading today, serving good food
and beer!
So I suppose the question we have to ask is - what makes the London pub so
special? Again we borrow the thoughts of the great Doctor Johnson who said that
'a tavern chair was the throne of felicity', and that when he entered the door of a
tavern he experienced 'an oblivion of care and freedom from solicitude'.
A number of the twenty million or so visitors a year to London appear keen to
understand what he meant by his comment, because along with Buckingham
Palace, the Tower and a couple of other obvious candidates, many are determined
to visit a London pub. I think that what keeps the visitors coming back time and
time again is the 'feel' of a London pub - they have a quite singular atmosphere,
an almost tangible feel of history, tradition and welcome.
One thing is sure, visitor or Londoner, to enjoy a drink in these same wonderful
pubs, where so many of London's greatest writers, artists, poets and explorers have
enjoyed the same experience, is a privilege.
And we should celebrate the continuing part they play in London life.
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NOTES
All spoon measures are level unless otherwise stated
I tsp = 5ml spoon; I tbsp = 15ml spoon.
Use medium eggs unless otherwise suggested.
Anyone who is pregnant or in a vulnerable health
group should avoid recipes that use raw egg whites
or lightly cooked eggs.
Use fresh herbs unless otherwise suggested.
If using the zest of citrus fruit buy unwaxed fruit.

Timings are guidelines for conventional ovens.
If you are using a fan-assisted oven, set your oven

temperature approximately l5°C (I Gas mark) lower.
Use an oven thermometer to check the temperature.
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Introduction
The hallways of Leiths echo with the footsteps of aspiring cooks, chefs,
food professionals and restaurateurs . They are the food stylists and
writers of tomorrow, the family cooks of the future and everything in
between. Linking them together, whether they are here for a day or
a year, is the desire to cook welL without fuss but with success
Back in 1975, when Prue Leith founded a cookery school with
Caroline Waldegrave at the helm, their mission was to inspire and
educate a generation of cooks who would see past the fripperies of frills
and fancy presentation With good ingredients at its core, the school
sought to train students to cook delicious, unpretentious food.
Our subsequent expansion and a change of location have done
nothing to dilute this . The school in its current West London location
accommodates 96 aspiring professionals daily; a separate group of
keen enthusiasts assembles in the upstairs kitchen, knives at the ready,
hoping to refine their knife skills, or become even better bakers
During its long history, Leiths has seen Britain fall in love with food .
In the seventies, home cooking was, if you were lucky, good but plain.
Garlic, olive oil and pasta were exotic ingredients and spices sparingly
used The advent of processed food meant that convenience was
around the corner, and the growing feminist movement gave permission
to women to cast off their aprons . Restaurants were dominated by a
desire to embellish and impress, more with fancy presentation than
flavour It was all a bit of a mess .
Despite the confusion, those with a true appreciation of good food
and cooking soldiered on Elizabeth David, who had awoken postwar taste buds with her sunny descriptions of Mediterranean food,
continued to inspire those that she had converted. Leiths embraced
classical technique but also found inspiration in foreign cuisine and
ingredients A career in cooking started to become appealing, and the
school thrived.
Nearly forty years on, good food is reaching the masses . Although
convenience food has taken root the consumer has become more
aware, less accepting and wants to know what lies hidden under the
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labeL Chefs, once the prisoners of hot kitchens, have emerged into the
light and become household names. Ingredients are heroes. There is
an instinctive desire to reconnect with proper home cooking. Baking
is a national obsession and cooking a great dinner is no longer seen as
a mundane chore.
For Leiths, Britain's food obsession makes for exciting times. For the
aspiring food professionaL there are a myriad of different careers to
pursue. Not just cooking food, but writing about it developing and
teaching people about it Home cooks are becoming more inquisitive
and adventurous. Not just about survivaL cooking is, for many, a hobby,
and for others an obsession Students want to know why bread rises,
how to make the shortest pastry and whether pomegranate molasses
can be substituted for lemon juice.
Entertaining at home no longer means white tablecloths, best cutlery
and fancy food. There is a simple approach to entertaining which feels
more inclusive, and reflects the ethos at the heart of Leiths, that 'good
cooking is enjoyable and rewarding for everyone- not least the cook'
In order to gain real pleasure from cooking, it is vital that you gain
confidence in the kitchen. Leiths How to Cook has been written to
that end. With the help of this book. even the most beginner cook can
build up a repertoire, not just of recipes, but of skills. Once mastered,
each technique can be applied across different recipes, and with time,
you will create a toolbox of sl<:ills to accompany you on any of life's
culinary adventures. The recipes in this book are a combination of
the classic and the new, and have been inspired by the wonderful
mixture of cultures that influence the way we eat today. They have
been thoroughly tested by our teachers, and many have been rubber
stamped by our students too.
We hope that this book will help you to find the real pleasure in
cooking, and that the next generation of cooks will be excited, and
never intimidated by the kitchen. With a few good ingredients and
a toolbox of skills, the kitchen really can be your oyster.
Camilla Schneideman
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Vegetables
Vegetables are diverse and offer endless
possibilities in the kitchen. Become aware of their
seasonality, so you can cook and enjoy them at their
best. Choose vegetables that look in peak condition. with
no wilting or discoloured leaves. or signs of damage or
bruising. Most varieties should be washed first. You will
find vegetables easy to prepare if you use a sharp knife
and develop good knife skills. Don't prepare them too
far in advance and leave them immersed in water
or some of their valuable vitamins will leach out
and be lost. The vegetables included in this
chapter are the ones we most often
use at Leiths.

Onions
Onions are included in many savoury dishes . Yellow onions are the
most versatile; white and red onions are valued for their mildness
Shallots and spring onions (also called salad onions) are members of
the onion family too. Shallots are valued for their mild, sweet flavour
and are used whole in casseroles as well as sliced and chopped for
all manner of dishes Choose firm onions with a thin, papery skin.
Preparing onions or shallots for slicing and dicing

1 Cut a small slice off the top of the onion so it
can stand upright. Trim a little off the hairy part
of the root but keep the root intact (as this holds
the onion together when you are cutting it).

2 Stand the onion with the trimmed top surface
down. Using a large, sharp knife (for onions, a
small knife for shallots), cut down through the
onion to halve it.

3 Peel each onion half and discard the skin. lt is
also a good idea to remove the first of the inner
pale leaves of the onion as these tend to be
leathery and do not break down during cooking.

2 Slice the onion in a rocking action, keeping
the tip of the knife in contact with the board
as you draw it down to cut through the onion.

3 As you reach the root end of the onion, turn
the onion onto the largest flat side and slice
again, ensuring no onion is wasted.

Slicing onions

1 Place the onion rounded side up on the board
with the root end furthest from your chopping
hand. With your hand in a claw shape and the
tips of you r fi ngers bent, hold the onion lightly.
Your thumb will support the root end.
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Dicing onions

1 Halve and peel your onion. With the flat side
down and the root end away from you, slice
through the onion vertically, towards the root,
but not right through it (to keep it intact). For
fine dice ensure the cuts are close together.

2 Slice horizontally through the onion once or
twice, again not right through the root, but very
close to it, keeping the knife slightly angled
towards the board for safety.

3 Now move the onion so that the root end is
on your leh and proceed as for slicing an onion.
lt may be a little more difficult, but try to hold
the onion together in your other hand 'claw' to
protect your fingertips and fingernails.

Cooking onions
When onions are used to flavour a dish, they are usually cooked gently at first
in a little butter or oil (ie sweated) We lay a greaseproof paper 'cartouche' on
top of sweating onions to minimise evaporation. Similarly, we place one over
braising vegetables and poaching fruit to keep them immersed in the liquid or fat.
Dampening the cartouche helps to maintain a moist environment. Dry cartouches
are used too. when baking pastry blind (see page 482). for example.

Making a cartouche

1 To make a cartouche, cut a square or round
of greaseproof paper and fold into segments, the
shape of an elongated triangle. Trim the triangle
to a fraction larger tha n the radius of your pan.

2 Unfold the paper into a circle that should fit
snugly inside the saucepan on top of the onions.

3 Crumple the cartouche and dampen under
cold water before use. The crumpling helps the
greaseproof paper hold a little more water. Lay
on top of the ingredient(s) to be cooked.
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Sweating onions

This technique describes the cooking process of softening an onion and drawing
out its natural sweetness without allowing it to take on any colour. The onions are
gently sweated in a little oil or butter. Using a dampened cartouche (see page 13)
helps the sweating process and seals in the juices.

1 In a suitably sized saucepan, melt a nut
of butter or a little oil. Put the onions in the
saucepan and place a dampened cartouche on
the surface, in contact with the onions. Cover
with a tight-fitting lid, place over a very gentle
heat and allow the onions to 'sweat'.

2 Check the onions occasionally, especially if a
lot of steam is escaping. If the cartouche is dry,
re-dampen it and return it to cover the onions.
If any onions have browned on the bottom of
the pan, don't stir them in. Discard them and
use a clean saucepan to continue sweating.

Caramelising onions

Follow the same procedure as for sweating onions, and when the onions are
almost soft, remove the lid and cartouche and turn the heat up a little to medium
to evaporate the water from the onion juices. What will be left will be the butter
or oil and the onions' natural sugars, which will begin to caramelise to a rich
colour and flavour as the onions are cooked further. Do not be tempted to turn the
heat up too much as the onions may scorch, resulting in a harsh, burnt flavour.

3 After 10-15 minutes, check the onions again.
They will be ready when they have lost volume
and become translucent. If you squeeze a piece
of onion between your fingers there should be
no resistance. If you taste a piece, it will have
a sweet, mild flavour.

A note on sweating and caramelising other vegetables ...
Other vegetables can be sweated and caramelised in the same way. Once they have
been sweated, a little sugar can be added to aid the caramelisation process.

Caramelised onion conftt
Makes 300ml
3 medium onions
30g butter

1 Halve, peel and thinly slice the onions. Heat the butter in a frying pan and add
the onions. Cover w ith a damp cartouche and lid and sweat th e on ions until
softened, about 10-15 minutes .

2-3 tbsp soft light brown sugar

2 Remove the lid and cartouche, turn up the heat to medium, stir in the sugar, to
taste, and continue cooking for 10-15 minutes until the on ions are golden brown .

75ml red wine
Few thyme sprigs
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

3 Stir in the wine and cook gently until it has mostly evaporated and the onions
are a deep brown colour. This ca n take up to 15 minutes .
4 Finely chop enoug h thyme leaves to give you )4- Y2 tsp and stir them into the
confit. Season w ith sal t and pepper to taste and al low to coo l. Use the caramelised
onion confit as a garnish for meat and poultry dishes and terrines.
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French onion soup
Serves 4
4 medium onions
1 garlic clove
50g butter
1 tsp plain flour
1 litre brown beef stock or brown
chicken and veal stock (see page 98)
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

For the croutons
60g Gruyere cheese

1 tsp Dijon mustard

h baguette

1

1 Halve, peel and thin ly slice the onions. Peel and crush the garlic.
2 Melt the butter in a large, heavy-based saucepan. Add the onions, cover w ith
a damp cartouche (see page 13) and cook over a gentle heat, checking from
time to time, until they are we ll softened and turning golden brown. This ca n
take up to an hour and cannot be rushed as it is this initial gentle cook ing and
caramelisation that helps to give the soup its rich flavour.
3 Increase the heat and add the garlic to the pan. Cook for 1 minute and then
add the flour. Cook for a further minute, stirring continuously.
4 Add the stock and bring to the boil, sti rring to make su re the flour does not
set in lumps. Season lightly with salt and pepper. Lower the heat and simmer for
20 minutes, adding a little w ater during cooking if the soup becomes too thic k.
5 Meanwhile, heat the oven to 200°C/gas mark 6 or heat the grill to high .
6 For the croutons, grate the Gruyere fine ly and mix it w ith the mustard. Cut
4 slices of the bread on the diagonal, about 1.5-2cm thick, and spread w ith the
Gruyere mixt ure. Adjust the season ing, then ladle the soup into 4 ovenproof soup
bowls and place a piece of bread on each, cheese side up .
7 Put the soup bowls on a baking sheet in the oven until the cheese is golden
brown and bubbling. Alternative ly, grill the slices of bread topped w ith cheese
until golden , then float one on each bowl of soup.

Shallot puree
Makes 300-400ml
1kg banana shallots
3 garlic cloves
50g butter
2 thyme sprigs
Salt and ground w hite pepper

1 Halve, peel and finely dice the shallots. Bash the unpeeled garlic cloves w ith the
flat side of a large knife so that they split but do not fall apart (as shown).
2 Melt the butter in a saucepan, add the shal lots, garlic and thyme and cover w ith
a damp ca rtouche (see page 13). Sweat over a gentle heat until the shallots are
completely soft and colourless. Th e garlic and thyme flavo urs w ill infuse into the
shallots during the sweating process.
3 Remove the cartouche, the thyme and garlic, and allow any excess moisture to
evaporate over the same gentle heat. Take care that the sha llots do not brown.
4 In a blender or small food processor bowl, puree the shallots until completely
smooth , then pass through a fine sieve. If the puree is still a little watery, return
it to the saucepan and place over a low to medium heat until the excess w ater
has evaporated.
5 Season the sha llot puree with a little sa lt and pepper to taste. Serve as an
accompaniment to red meat and poultry dishes.
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Carrots
This versatile root adds sweetness to stocks and stews; is steamed,
sauteed or roasted as a side dish; or served raw grated in salads.
Carrots work well with parsley and thyme, and aromatic spices such
as cumin, coriander and cinnamon. Choose firm, unblemished carrots.
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Blocking carrots

Batons

Julienne

Wash and peel the carrot and trim off the top
end. Cut the carrot into 4 finger-width pieces.
Cut off a side of the carrot. Turn it and repeat on
all other sides to create a rectangular block of
carrot. (Reserve any trimmings for stock.)

Cut the blocked carrot into batons or sticks,
5-6.5cm long and approximately 1cm square.
For smaller batons, or allumettes, cut each large
baton lengthways into 4 thinner sticks, about
5mm square.

Cut the blocked carrot into very thin slices
(1-2mm thick) and stack them neatly. Slice
through the carrot as uniformly as possible
to create julienne.

Dice and brunoise

Turning carrots

Cut across batons to form uniform dice (left);
the carrot should be perfectly square in shape.
Cut across allumettes to form brunoise (right).
Cut across julienne to form fine brunoise (top).

1 Peel and block the carrots. Remove each
corner, then holding the carrot in your hand,
insert a small, sharp knife quite deep at the end
of the block, then draw the knife gradually up
towards you until you reach the middle of the
block, then down and away towa rds your thumb.
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2 Trim the remaining sides in the same way to
create the basic 5- or 7-sided barrel shape. Use
trimmings in stocks and soups. Turned vegetables
are consistent in size for even cooking and
elegant presentation. Any firm vegetab le can be
turned and with some (such as courgettes), the
skin is retained on one side to provide colour.

